
On September 18th, the nation reeled with the 

passing of Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg after 

complications due to her 20-year battle with  

metastatic pancreatic cancer. With her passing 

would come a tidal wave of questions about 

filling her seat with President Trump’s 

nominee, Federal Judge Amy Coney Barrett, in 

the weeks leading up to the 2020 presidential 

election. However, that weekend, Ginsburg's 

death and legacy in and of itself rocked the 

nation.

     Arguably the most famous Supreme Court 

Justice in pop culture, Ginsburg, known as the 

“Notorious RBG,” was a fierce advocate of 

equality since her early days at the American 
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Civil Liberties Union. During her 27 years on 

the Supreme Court, she went on to become a 

feminist icon, known widely for her work on 

groundbreaking womens’ rights cases. The day 

after Ginsburg’s death, hundreds inspired by 

her work flocked from across the country to the 

Supreme Court Building to contribute to her 

memorial. Her fierce advocacy for gender 

equality earned the respect of millions of 

Americans and people around the world. 

     “Her work to further women's rights and 

gender equality was an important feat that all 

Americans should be grateful for,” Mr. 

Pawlowski, an Institute of Political and Legal 

Science  teacher at EBHS, said. 

Continued on page 3
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Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, also known as the Notorious RBG
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From the Editors-in-Chief:
Whether you’ve been spending this month 

planning your quarantine Halloween 

costume, figuring out the best way to tilt 

your Lenovo on Teams meetings for that 

perfect forehead angle, forging an Among 

Us love story, or trying to piece together 

how to fit the entire essence of your 

personality into a college essay, we hope 

that your first quarter of the school year has 

been going...well, as best as expected.

     Either way, as the 2020 election fast 

approaches, we encourage everyone to take 

charge of creating the future that you want 

to see for our nation, not to mention the 

world at large. Be alert, stay updated, and 

most importantly, do as we’re sure the fly 

that rocked the Vice Presidential debate will 

do and VOTE. Encourage your friends, 

remind your family, and if you’re 18, 

register.

     Spirit Week, Friday night lights, and 

homecoming may not be what they used to 

be in years past, but in times like these, 

times that we’re sure will take up at least 

two chapters of APUSH textbooks in thirty 

years, remember to look at the world at 

large. Together, we’re living through 

something unforgettable. 

Have a happy *socially distanced* 

Halloween EBHS!

Carley and Julia
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Amazon
Ruth Bader Ginsburg championed gender equality and 
women’s rights in her time on the Supreme Court

 From bobble-heads to picture books to 

landmark court cases, Ginsburg’s mark on the 

world spanned generations and party lines. Her 

spirit, confidence, and heart truly made her 

Notorious.

She made equality under the law her life's work 

and made America a better place for all women, 

regardless of their political affiliation.”

      Ginsburg’s steadfast belief that the law 

should be gender-blind translated into her 

practice every step of the way. Just three years 

into her new position, Ginsburg wrote the 

majority opinion in the landmark United States 

vs. Virginia case, which declared that the 

Virginia Military Institute could not refuse to 

admit women. Her confidence was again 

applauded in her dissent of the famous Bush vs. 

Gore case during the Election of 2000. Ginsburg 

defended the Equal Protection Law of the 

Constitution and claimed the recounted votes of 

Florida voters should not be subjected to a 

timeline. She famously coined “I dissent,” rather 

than the customary “I respectfully dissent” 

during the case.

     Ginsburg received her bachelor’s degree in 

government at Cornell University and worked 

her way to Columbia Law School, where she 

graduated at the top of her class while taking 

notes for her husband, then battling testicular 

cancer. Although her academic record was 

outstanding, she faced gender discrimination 

while seeking employment. She was rejected 

from even the lowest entry-level clerking 

positions. Nonetheless, Ginsburg refused to give 

up, and eventually secured teaching jobs at 

Rutgers Law School and  Columbia Law 

School, where she became the schools’ first 

female tenured professor.

     In times of such political turmoil, Ginsburg, 

who leaned left, along with Justice Antonin 

Scalia, a conservative, also showed the world 

that politics did not have to interfere with 

friendships. Ginsburg had a very close 

relationship with the late Justice Antonin 

Scalia, who sat on the opposite end of the 

political spectrum.

     “A shared love of opera helped [them become 

friends], but at the core of their friendship was 

the mutual respect they gave each other,” EBHS 

Model United Nations teacher Ms. Spivey said. 

“They acknowledged that while they didn't 

agree in their interpretations of the law, both 

were based on years of study and hard work.”
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Protestors in Louisville after the grand jury indicts one police
 officer__________________________________________

Breonna Taylor:  We’re 
Still Saying Her Name
In recent months, the death of Breonna Taylor 

has become a rallying cry for ongoing battles 

against racial injustice. Taylor, a 26-year-old 

emergency room technician and aspiring nurse, 

was shot and killed during a botched drug raid 

in her Louisville apartment while she and her 

boyfriend, Kenneth Walker, were asleep on 

March 13. The officers’ search warrant stemmed 

from an allegation that Taylor’s ex-boyfriend, 

Jamarcus Glover, was using the apartment as 

part of the drug trade.

     Taylor was shot five times in the raid after 

Detective Brett Hankinson shot 10 blind 

rounds into the apartment. Walker fired once, 

hitting a sergeant in the thigh. An ambulance 

on standby was reportedly told to leave the 

raid an hour early against protocol, but was 

called back for the officers to receive aid for 

their colleague. Only five minutes after the 

shooting did emergency personnel realize 

Taylor was also seriously injured. She died 

later that night. Protests demanding justice for 

Taylor quickly erupted all over the country, 

along with a petition on Change.org that 

garnered over 11 million signatures. 

     In September, nearly six months after 

Taylor’s death, a grand jury indicted Detective 

Brett Hankinson on three charges of wanton 

endangerment for endangering the lives of 

three of Taylor’s neighbors who could have 

been hit by the bullets. Hankison is currently 

out of jail, freed on a $15,000 bond. The other 

two officers, Myles Cosgrove and Jonathan

     Taylor’s family accused Kentucky Attorney 

General Daniel Cameron of improperly handling 

the case and demanded in September that a new 

special prosecutor reopen it. For many like Yang, 

the outcome of Taylor’s case reflected the justice 

system’s inability to hold police officers 

accountable, exposing a critical systemic issue.

     Although the country has made some 

progress towards racial justice, it is not enough, 

Sean Chen, a sophomore and avid history reader, 

noted. Change, said Chen, “must begin with 

education on the rights and wrongs of

 the issue at hand. It is only when people listen to 

the other side of an argument will they see 

reason and start to reshape their mindset for the 

better.” 

     

Mattingly, were never charged for their part in the 

raid. 

     For former Model Congress and current Model 

United Nations member Allison Yang, the protests 

against the outcome of Taylor’s case represent 

exactly what the Black Lives Matter Movement is 

fighting to change: that the killings of Black 

Americans are so easily dismissed by the justice 

system.

     “The movement is about humanity, it is about 

equality,” Yang said. “These are real people’s lives 

we are talking about.” 

BBC

by Amanda Sun
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The Best Schools 

Colleges debate over tuition fees due to COVID-19

Rethinking 
College Costs 
After COVID-19
As millions of college students across the 

nation find themselves waking up at home 

instead of at dorms, taking courses from their 

laptops instead of in a lecture hall, and sitting 

on their front porches instead of campus 

lawns, many are asking themselves the same 

questions: what are they truly paying for in a 

college education during a pandemic—and, 

more importantly, should they have been 

paying so much in the first place?

     The tuition rates of American private and 

public universities have been on the rise for 

the past decade. Between 2007–08 and 

2017–18, prices for undergraduate tuition, 

fees, room, and board at public institutions 

rose 31 percent, and prices at private 

nonprofit institutions rose 23 percent after 

adjustments for inflation, according to the 

National Center for Education.  

     With the world still on lockdown and 

COVID-19 case numbers forcing campuses to 

go virtual across the US, American college 

students are wondering whether college in a 

pandemic is worth the price they pay. 

      Unfortunately, the cost of living, stagnant 

incomes, high inflation, and high 

unemployment, all of which were 

exacerbated by the pandemic, are making it 

harder than ever for lower income families to 

get by—if taxes were to be increased on top of 

it, it would be more of a burden than a 

_________________________________________

by Atharv Shelar
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“Colleges should not be free as it would burden 

taxpayers,” Shah noted.

     Additionally, not everyone wants to attend 

college. To force families to pay for other 

students’ college educations when they 

themselves don’t want to attend, critics argue, 

should not be expected of them, and could be a 

larger benefit to those who emphasize a more 

liberal government funding approach. 

     On the other hand, Bernie Sanders, a far-left 

senator and former presidential candidate in 

this year’s Democratic primaries, is a major 

proponent of free education. Senator Sanders 

believes federal and state funds can be used to 

offset college costs. For EBHS student Aditya 

Vijay, the idea is appealing.  

     “Colleges should be free as they allow for 

minorities to advance,” Vijay said. 

“Traditionally, even with financial aid, college is 

too expensive for much of the lower class.  To 

create a more intelligent and functioning 

society, we should make college free.”

     Once low-income students receive the 

opportunity to live up to their potential and get 

a college degree, there will be significant ripple 

effects, Vijay said. 

help for those who need it, said Vraj Shah, an 

EBHS student.



  If more Americans were able to experience 

a higher education and receive better 

employment, it would boost the country’s 

productivity and GDP. 

     Free education, its advocates say, would 

also alleviate the financial stress many seniors 

feel, making college a more attractive option 

for anyone who needs a degree.  Without 

student debt, people will have more money 

to spend, and when more people have money 

to spend, the rise in consumerism stimulates 

the economy. 

     Accumulating such debt has become an 

increasingly daunting prospect for current 

and future college students since COVID-19 

began to spread rapidly seven months ago. 

Millions of families have already had to face 

the realities of an economy that came 

crashing down last March, making the 
current student loan debt averages for the United States all the more frightening: currently, students 

across the nation collectively owe over $1.5 trillion in federal loan debt, and the Bureau of Labor of 

Statistics stated that the average student loan debt is $30,000. When it comes to getting degrees in 

quarantine, the path remains uncertain in the year 2020.

Wildfires Scorch the West Coast
by Sanskriti Bandhu
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This October marked a devastating milestone 

for California as the number of acres burned 

by raging wildfires surpassed four million. 

     In the most active fire season on record, 

wildfires have fanned out across the Western 

United States, burning down millions of 

acres of land, scorching thousands of 

buildings, mobilizing thousands of 

firefighters, and killing at least 35 people. 

Many of the fires were reportedly caused by 

human activity.

     

The El Dorado Fire in Southern California was 

sparked by the use of a pyrotechnic device at a 

gender reveal party. In Oregon, officials launched 

an arson investigation into the deadly Almeda 

Fire. However, inadequate fire policies and 

outdated forest management practices were also 

cited as wildfire causes, in addition to natural 

phenomena contributing to major blazes. The 

August Complex Fire, the largest fire in 

California’s history and the state’s first gigafire 

(having burned at least one million acres) 



was caused by lightning strikes and dry 

conditions. Strong winds aided in the rapid 

spread of many fires as well.

     This wildfire season, a large number of 

power outages have also been reported on the 

West Coast, with thousands of people forced to 

evacuate their homes. 

     “I know someone who lives in that area,” 

Sheza Bajwa, an EBHS junior, said. “And I 

struggle with not knowing whether their 

home will be standing tomorrow.” 

     The fires blanketed the West Coast skies with 

a heavy orange haze and smoke, and the air 

quality in several regions of California, Oregon, 

and Washington changed from “healthy” to 

“unhealthy” or “very unhealthy.” In September, 

Portland had the worst air quality of any big 

city in the world.  Breathing issues, respiratory 

infections, headaches, dizziness, and eye 

irritation were common health issues 

experienced by people living near the fires.  For 

those in the hot-zones, the CDC recommends 

staying indoors.

     Aside from health concerns, scientists fear 

that uncontrolled wildfires could lead to the 

failure of entire ecosystems as vegetation gets 

cleared and animals and insects perish. 

Organisms that survive the fire are likely to die 

of starvation, and resulting soil erosion and 

habitat destruction could throw ecosystems 

completely out of balance.

     For EBHS junior Gabby Salvador, it was 

irresponsible for lawmakers to let the fires reach 

such calamitous levels. 

     “They try to fix the fires after they start,” 

Salvador said, “rather than trying to prevent 

them in the first place.”

__________________________________________

The coronavirus has left many college students 

wondering what this academic year will look 

like for them as the landscape of higher 

education in 2020 continues to change rapidly, 

with more colleges than ever moving to being 

entirely off-campus. According to The Chronicle 

of Higher Education, 10 percent of colleges are 

now fully virtual and 34 percent are primarily 

online. At Johnson & Wales University in 

Providence, Rhode Island, the only in-person 

classes are labs, and the only students dorming 

are freshmen and those in lab courses. Dean 

Feldman, EBHS Class of 2017, currently attends 

Johnson & Wales and will graduate in 2021. 

     “My school on campus is doing well. We’re 

doing testing right now. No one in my major 

[culinary nutrition] has tested positive yet. 

However, off-campus students who aren’t in 

labs have tested positive,” Feldman said. (five 

total people on the campus ended up testing 

positive.)

     Colleges have also taken new safety 

precautions that have affected the abilities of 

families to visit students on campus. David 

Kessler, a senior at EBHS, wanted to see his 

brother at Hofstra University, but only his 

parents were allowed to pay him a five-minute 

visit. Hailey Ginsberg, a current sophomore, 

was planning to visit her sister, Sami Ginsberg, 

EBHS class of 2020, at The Ohio State 

University on October 16.

     “Masks are required, even outside, and 

Getting Degrees in 
Quarantine
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only allowed off in [Sami’s] dorm, or our hotel 

room or restaurants,” Ginsberg said.

     Still, there are many college students who 

live at home and take classes completely 

online. Senior Ian Clark, whose sister Rebecca 

Clark is a sophomore at Muhlenberg College, 

said his sister is still living at home instead of 

in a dorm on campus like last year. According 

to Rebecca Clark, college classes are “pretty 

similar to what [virtual students] are going 

through” at EBHS. 

     While many college and high school 

students now share similar learning 

environments, virtual college is by no means 

easy. Ethan Moss, a recent graduate of EBHS 

and a current student at TCNJ, said he is 

“really busy with school,” despite being 

completely virtual and living at home.  

     The situation on college campuses is 

constantly changing as new COVID-19 

statistics are released. According to The 

Washington Post, the number of schools that 

were primarily in-person dropped from over 

one-quarter to one-fifth in just two weeks. 

                                                                    The Business Journals

At Johnson & Wales University, only five people on campus tested 
positive for the coronavirus.
________________________________________

     As high school seniors deciding where to 

go next year begin their post-graduate plans, 

these institutions’ COVID-19 responses have 

become yet another bullet on a long list of 

changes to consider when applying to college 

in a pandemic.

A Big Seat To Fill: Amy Coney Barrett
by Benjamin Yu

In the days following Supreme Court Justice 

Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s passing, heated 

discussions ensued over President Trump’s 

nomination of Federal Judge Amy Coney 

Barrett to replace Justice Ginsburg’s seat on 

September 26. While many left-leaning 

senators condemned President Trump’s 

attempt to replace Ginsburg before the 

upcoming election, Trump has received strong 

support from fellow Republicans.

     Democratic leaders, among them Vice 

President Biden, argued that the winner of 

the upcoming election should have the 

ability to nominate a replacement justice. 

     Their reasoning was not unprecedented. 

In 2016, Senate majority leader Mitch 

McConnell rejected President Obama’s 

attempt to nominate Judge Merrick Garland 

to the Supreme Court. McConnell argued 

that voters of the upcoming election should 

determine which presidential candidate 

would choose the next justice. Four years 

later, Washington is facing the same 

predicament. 

     Many people, including senior MUN 

member Yoshna Rajendran, believe that 

Barrett’s nomination is breaking the 

precedent that Republicans set in 2016.
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“Her rushed confirmation seems a lot like the 

midnight judges Adams appointed to keep his 

influence in office after he lost the election,” 

Rajendran said, referring to Federalist President 

John Adams’ last minute justice appointments 

in 1801, before Thomas Jefferson, a 

Democratic-Republican, took office.

   With President Trump’s previous 

appointment of Justices Brett Kavanaugh and 

Neil Gorsuch, Judge Barrett’s appointment will 

result in a definitive conservative majority 

court, with six right-leaning and three 

left-leaning justices. However, Republicans 

argue that the Supreme Court is technically 

balanced. While many fixate on the potential 

6-3 conservative majority, most cases, they say, 

are actually settled by the Justices’ 

interpretation of law rather than their political 

blocs.

     In an effort to combat a potentially 

right-leaning court from the left, Democrat 

leaders are seeking defensive measures—among 

them “packing the court,” or expanding the 

number of Justices past nine. Doing so could 

potentially balance party influences within. It’s 

a strategy that the Republican Party argues 

violates historical precedents. Since 1868, the 

Supreme Court has consistently had nine 

Justices. There have been 29 instances in which 

the Supreme Court has had a vacant seat during 

a presidential election year, and Conservative 

Congress members and President Trump are 

questioning why Barrett’s appointment is so 

different.

     From 1998 to 1999, Judge Amy Coney Barrett 

worked closely with late Supreme Court Justice 

Antonin Scalia. Since 2017, Barrett has 

served as a judge on the US Court of Appeals 

for the Seventh Circuit. While Barrett is 

well-known for her conservatism and 

Catholic faith, to EBHS sophomore Andrew 

Wanna, Barrett's credentials should not be 

overlooked because of her personal beliefs.

     “Although those who lean left argue 

Barrett will cause party imbalance, there is no 

doubt she is qualified for the job. She has 

decades of law experience, which indicates 

she is more than capable,” Wanna said.

     

ABC News
Judge Amy Coney Barrett at her Supreme Court nomination 
hearing on Capitol Hill 

     Barrett’s Senate confirmation hearings, 

which began October 12, ended on October 26 

with her appointment to the Court. With the 

decision, the Supreme Court’s conservative 

majority could potentially impact significant 

rulings regarding the LGBTQ+ community, 

Affordable Care Act, Planned Parenthood, 

and Roe v. Wade.

     The controversy surrounding the Supreme 

Court nominee has shed further light on the 

divisive political atmosphere of America 

leading up to the presidential election. 

Ultimately, it is up to the American people to 

formulate their own opinions on what is 

beneficial for the country, and it is imperative 

that citizens exercise their right to vote to 

help pave the way for a brighter future.

________________________________________
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     The release of the live-action film, Mulan 

(2020), was highly anticipated—it became one 

of the few American films with an all-Asian 

cast, and brought to life a beloved Disney 

princess.  However, despite the praise it is 

receiving from critics, Disney has faced a lot 

of heat in light of the company and cast 

members’ choices, sparking several 

controversies. 

     Prior to the movie’s release, Liu Yifei, the 

actress portraying Mulan, expressed her 

stance against Hong Kong's mass 

anti-government protests. 

     In 2019, Yifei posted a caption that read in 

Chinese translated to English, “I support the 

Hong Kong police; you can beat me up now.” 

She also wrote in English, "What a shame for 

Hong Kong" with a heart and a strong-arm 

emoji, as well as the hashtag 

#IAlsoSupportTheHongKongPolice. In light 

of the violent clashes between police and 

protesters that took two lives, as well as 

context behind these protests, the actress 

faced backlash from the public, and the 

hashtag “#boycottMulan” soon began to trend 

on Twitter. 

     The 1998 version of Mulan took place in 

China, not specifying the exact location. In 

the live-action reboot, Disney recorded in 

Xinjiang, an autonomous territory in 

Northwest China where the government has 

been accused of human rights violations 

against Uyghur people, as well as other largely 

Muslim 

The Truth About Mulan (2020)
minorities. Many viewers also noticed that the 

Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region 

Committee of the Chinese Communist Party 

and the Public Security Bureau in Turpan City 

were credited and thanked at the end of the 

film. Due to the associations of these 

government agencies with the allegations in 

regard to their treatment of Muslim minorities, 

many felt that it was not appropriate for 

Disney’s brand to be aligning themselves with 

this area, especially since there are many other 

locations in China that could have been used 

for filming.

  Not only was the live-action remake 

surrounded by controversies outside of the plot 

itself, but Disney producers and writers decided 

to make significant changes to the storyline, 

deviating from both the original 1998 release 

and the historical folk tale. EBHS senior and 

Disney fan Srinija Srinivasan noted that while 

the live action versions of Aladdin and Beauty 

and the Beast made “very minute changes” and 

“stayed pretty close to the script of the 

original,” Mulan (2020) is “missing key 

characters” like Mushu and Captain Li Shang. 

      

Daily Mail
Director Niki Caro at the Los Angeles World Premiere of Mulan

by Kelly Tang and Julianna Moises
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Instead, the remake includes a witch and 

gives Mulan magical powers, or as they refer 

to it in the movie, “qi”, which is traditionally 

an idea in Chinese martial arts and medicine. 

The production team, which was also 

criticized for being mostly white with very 

few Chinese members, explained that the 

two iconic characters were cut out in respect 

towards Chinese culture and the history of 

the legend. However, their additions to the 

movie seemed contradictory, as there are few 

legends in Chinese culture that include 

magic or witches. 

     Viewers also felt that these added powers 

took away from the main message and 

growth of the character, including EBHS 

senior Sophie Gao, an executive board 

member of the EBHS Asian Club.

    “This ‘qi’ undermines the message that all 

young girls can achieve anything they set their 

minds to, since Mulan is established to be 

strong and powerful simply due to this special 

power,” Gao said. 

     Despite the many controversies, Mulan 

(2020) was the #1 most-streamed movie on 

Disney+, resulting in an increase of Disney+ 

users by 68 percent.  According to Samba TV, 

through the streaming platform’s “Premium 

Access” service, Mulan pulled in an estimated 

$33.5 million in revenue as of Labor Day, and 

was watched in some 1.12 million U.S. homes. 

Even with the $29.99 fee required to watch 

Mulan, the movie grossed over $200 million 

through all streaming platforms. While Disney 

clearly made a profit from this live-action 

remake, viewers still question the potential this 

movie could have had if different decisions were 

made.

The Ringer
The title character of Mulan (1998) and her live action 2020 counterpart
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On August 31, Governor Phil Murphy 

announced that movie theaters would reopen 

Labor Day weekend with COVID-19 social 

distancing limits and precautions in place, 

months after the shutdown in March that 

caused an immense financial blow to the film 

industry. Many movies—including No Time To 

Die, Black Widow, The Green Knight, and 

Dune—were supposed to be released in 2020, 

but had their release dates moved to 2021.

     As a result, theaters have been hit hard.

AMC missed bankruptcy by a hair, while Regal 

Cinemas fully closed their doors. Worst of all, 

privately owned indie theaters have been 

especially devastated because they do not have 

the luxury of a large chain behind them. 

Though the production of some movies such 

as Jurassic World: Domination and The Batman 

have pushed through, they were halted due to 

cast and crew members contracting the virus. 

     So with the film industry struggling, what 

movie options do people have while at home? 

The obvious answer is streaming services like 

     

Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Prime, Disney+ and other 

similar services. Some well-regarded new digital 

releases include Da 5 Bloods, I’m Thinking of 

Ending Things, Shirley, The Devil All The Time, 

and Palm Springs. 

The Silver Screen is Back
by Ian Clark

Streaming services have grown in popularity as an alternative to 
theaters________________________________________

CNN

__________________________________________
What movie theaters look like now when following social 
distancing protocols

CNN

     In many ways, being stuck at home never 

seemed more appealing. 

     However, despite the many delays and 

virtual releases, one movie that was determined 

to have a theater release was Christopher 

Nolan’s Tenet. Tenet was seen by many as the 

movie that would reopen cinemas. As 

COVID-19 guidelines became looser, theaters 

began to open up again by showing screenings 

of older films along with newer ones like Tenet.

   EBHS senior Jessie Lieberman said that she 

was “a bit uneasy about” seeing the new Nolan 

film, but she “was shortly reassured…everyone 

was required to wear a mask, and in the theater, 

all the reserved seats were spaced out to ensure 

social distancing protocols were followed. They 

also have the movie times spread out more so 

that they can thoroughly clean the theater after 

each show.” Though the experience was much 

different from before, she “still got to enjoy the 

movie and feel safe while doing it.”  

    Like Jessie, many people have been seeing 

Tenet after its delayed September premiere—it 

garnered $45.1 million domestically and $307.7      
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     A legendary moment struck when Zendaya, 

24, won Best Drama actress for her performance 

in the HBO series Euphoria, becoming the 

youngest-ever winner in the category. 

     Mehwish Hussain, a student at EBHS and 

Euphoria fan, said that she deserves the win, as 

Zendaya “is an iconic queen and a role 

model...she really helped bring the role to life.”    

Zendaya’s win was a monumental achievement 

for youths worldwide, especially for young 

women of color.

     In light of the incoming 2020 Presidential 

Election, many of the nominees, including Jesse 

Armstrong and RuPaul, urged viewers to vote 

this year and make their voices heard. Though 

the speeches were powerful, some viewers were 

skeptical of their intentions.

     Arushi Pradhan, a junior at EBHS, said that 

many of them encourage voting for good 

publicity. “Actions speak louder than words,” 

Pradhan said. Nonetheless, using the first virtual 

Emmys to encourage viewers to take action was 

an inspiring feat.

    

million worldwide. Even with Tenet’s surprise 

success, many people are still hesitant to go to 

theaters.    

     “For the moment, it doesn’t seem natural to 

me,” EBHS junior Marco DeBellis said. “The 

cinema used to be an interactive experience 

within the audience as well as with the picture. 

If it was dead silent during a horror, you’d sure 

be scared. If the audience was booming with 

laughter, you’d most likely join in. For now, 

I’ve found comfort streaming movies from my 

living room.” 

     With each day, the movie industry and life 

is slowly getting back to normal. While there 

are entertainment options available to people 

in their homes, nothing can top the 

excitement of seeing a highly anticipated 

movie in the theater.  

What happens when you remove the classic 

red carpet and live audience from an iconic 

award show? You get the 2020 Emmys, a 

television awards show that went virtual this 

year amidst the COVID-19 pandemic. Hosted 

by Jimmy Kimmel, this year’s Emmys featured 

some light hearted jokes and revolutionary 

wins.

     Making the show virtual was no easy feat. 

Producers had to dispatch 130 cameras to 

capture the nominees, according to CNN. 

Kimmel entertained the at-home audience 

through quips about the ‘new norm’ of the 

pandemic, jokingly dubbing the show the 

“PandEmmys.”

     

               

 Business Insider
Jimmy Kimmel hosts an empty arena
___________________________________________

The “pand-EMMYs:”
An Award Show Gone Digital
by Emily Lildhar
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    Overall, the show was a technological success. 

According to NBTV, everything was flawless, 

and everyone had a smooth internet connection. 

Hopefully, this is an indicator of a bright future 

for virtual ceremonies.



_______________________________

Brady vs. Belichick
by Justin Ockun

 NewsChain/CBS Sports
Brady during his first win with the Bucs 
 

20 seasons. 6 rings. Tom Brady is an NFL 

icon. Until this year, Brady’s entire career has 

been with the New England Patriots under 

head coach Bill Belichick. This year will be 

the first time in his professional career that 

Brady will not be in Foxborough, having 

now moved to the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. 

With Brady playing under head coach Bruce 

Arians and Bill Belichick now working with 

Cam Newton, the question of who was more 

responsible for the success of the New 

England Patriots—quarterback Tom Brady or 

coach Bill Belichick—may be answered.

     The Patriots hired Belichick in 2000, 

months before drafting Brady in the sixth 

round of the draft. While Brady’s 

achievements cannot be ignored, some feel 

Brady is a “System Quarterback” whose

____________________________________________________

Bowl to the Giants, Brady tore his ACL in 

Week 1 of the following season. His 

replacement was Matt Cassel, a 7th round pick 

who had little success in college. Yet, even with 

this largely unknown quarterback, the Patriots 

still finished with an 11-5 record. People also 

point to the coaches’ offensive scheme as the 

reason for Brady and the Patriots’ success. 

Brady would frequently throw the ball behind 

the line of scrimmage, where receivers and 

running backs could easily get first downs. This 

may be because he simply couldn’t put deep 

passes “on the money” at the time. In 2018 and 

2019, the Pro Football Reference’s ranking of  

players’ “Bad Throw Percent” placed Brady in 

the top five both years. 

     However, now that he’s in Tampa without 

Belichick, some students, like sophomore 

Cullen Shamy, feel that Brady has a chance to 

prove himself as “not just a talented player 

elevated by a system, if he can win anything 

meaningful with the Bucs.” This is debatable 

because of the number of valuable teammates, 

such as Rob Gronkowski, Mike Evans and Chris 

Godwin, that Brady has at his disposal, but any 

deep playoff run would be rather impressive.

     On the other hand, New England chose Cam 

Newton, former MVP quarterback of the 

Carolina Panthers, to replace Brady. Similar to 

Brady, he has one of the highest “football IQs” 

in the league, but also has a “rocket arm” and 

brings an athletic element to the offense. Mr. 

Hynes, a Patriots fan who grew up in Rhode 

Island, noted that Newton is “flamboyant, 

success is largely because of his coaches.  

People quickly point to the 2008 season as 

evidence of this. After losing in the Super
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funny, and has positive energy,” which is a 

stark contrast with Brady’s persona that 

could positively impact the locker room in 

addition to on-field performances. 

      The Brady-Belichick question may be 

partially answered by Newton or Brady’s 

performances this season, but injuries and an 

NFL transformed by COVID-19 pose a threat 

to finding the full answer. Nonetheless, the 

seasons of both the Buccaneers and the 

Patriots are certainly ones to look out for.

LA Times
Brady and Belichick in 2017 at their 7th Super Bowl 
appearance_______________________________

The Bubble Ballers
by Jarod Struminger

After a long delay due to confusion and 

uncertainty surrounding COVID-19, the 

NBA was finally able to successfully start the 

NBA playoffs in Disney World, nicknamed 

“The Bubble.” Coming into the season, there 

were four teams favored to win the NBA 

finals: the Los Angeles Lakers, Los Angeles 

Clippers, Milwaukee Bucks, and Toronto 

Raptors. After the second round, only the 

Lakers prevailed.

     The Eastern Conference Finals were 

between the Miami Heat and the Boston 

Celtics. Jayson Tatum and the Celtics 

previously reached the Eastern Conference 

Finals in 2018, but lost in seven games to Lebron 

James’ Cleveland Cavaliers. Meanwhile, the 

Miami Heat have not made a Conference Finals 

appearance since Lebron James left them in 

2014. This series was determined on the 

defensive side of the ball. Due to their speed 

and lack of height, the Miami Heat are known 

for playing a 2-3 zone, forcing opponents to 

take contested shots and drive into a crowded 

paint. 

     When asked about the effect of the zone, 

Brett Motusesky, a junior and Heat superfan 

said, “Their zone is impenetrable. Tatum 

cannot do anything. We’re faster, stronger, 

better defensively. If the Heat continue playing 

this well defensively, there is no team in the 

NBA that can beat them.” Motusesky was right. 

The Heat went on to beat the Boston Celtics in 

five games and held star Jayson Tatum to only 

41  percent shooting the entire series, according 

to ESPN.

   The West was a different story. Fresh off two

    

Slam Online
The Los Angeles Lakers celebrate their 17th championship

straight 3-1 comebacks against the Utah Jazz 

and Los Angeles Clippers, the Denver Nuggets 

were playing the best basketball of Mike 

Malone’s tenure as the head coach. This was in 
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part due to the unfathomable play of Jamal 

Murray and Nikola Jokic. Murray is a threat no 

matter where he is on the floor, while Jokic 

continues to prove he is one of the most talented 

big men in the league.

     However, the Nuggets were up against the 

Los Angeles Lakers, led by their two superstars,

LeBron James and Anthony Davis. Davis is 

playing in the first Conference Finals of his 

career. After a blockbuster trade last year 

sending Davis to the Lakers for Lonzo Ball, 

Brandon Ingram, Josh Hart, and a slew of first 

picks, he played exceptionally well throughout 

the NBA season. He continued to play well in 

the Bubble and showed his dominance in the 

first and second round. He capped off his play by 

hitting a buzzer-beating 3 to win Game 2 of the 

series against the Denver Nuggets to give 

them a 2-0 series lead.

     “Overall the Lakers were just a better 

team,” Steven Chase, an EBHS junior and 

avid basketball fan, said. “While the Nuggets 

overcame adversity the entire postseason, 

they could not overcome LeBron James and 

Anthony Davis. This conveys the great 

playmaking of James and the dual threat of 

Davis.”

     Both the Heat and Lakers played 

fantastically in their respective Conference 

Finals and wanted to prove they were the best 

team in the NBA. However, in the Finals, the 

Lakers reigned victorious over the Heat, 4-2, 

with Lebron James winning Finals MVP for 

the fourth time in his career and the Lakers 

claiming their seventeenth NBA title.
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EBPL (Re)Opens
By Sofia Sepulveda Pizarro

After cancelling all in-person programs and 

closing to the public, the East Brunswick Public 

Library officially opened its doors for the first 

time since March on September 23.

     To accommodate for the current situation, 

the library was forced to stop their normal 

activities, but despite the uncertainty heading 

into the winter months in the COVID-19 

pandemic, they announced last month plans to 

resume some of their most popular services: 

book browsing, checking out materials, and use 

of their computers are available again. The news 

triggered various reactions from the East 

Brunswick community.

    

     With the library now open, many believe it 

will be easier to find a good book to read. “I 

missed reading the first chapter of a book 

before I checked it out,” explained Divya 

Avadhani, a CJHS eighth-grader, who is a 

youth volunteer at the library.

     People who had visited the library since its 

reopening were shocked, however, by the lack 

of chairs in the building. To EBHS alum 

Nimai Sanikop, the library simply isn’t the 

same. “I don’t want to get infected, but there 

are better ways to do it,” he said.  “What good 

is in person if you’re not able to work properly 

and you’re uncomfortable?” It is just one of



many measures the library is taking to reduce 

COVID-19 transmissions.

      Divya Ananth, a junior, was concerned that 

the opening was too soon. “I understand a 

library is so much more than its books and that 

it is important to many members of our 

community,” Divya  said.  “But I don’t think it is 

safe to open it to the public yet.”

Patch
East Brunswick Public Library opens for the first time since March

    

Feature-a-Teacher: 

Ms. Spivey

by Mary Elgayar

In a world with an unpredictable future and a 

“new normal” in the age of COVID-19,  

consistency is something everyone could use. 

But for Ms. Spivey, a history and Model United 

Nations (MUN) teacher here at EBHS, 

teaching has been anything but the same. This 

year, Ms. Spivey has faced an extraordinary 

challenge: taking over the MUN program, as 

well as teaching AP World History, a course 

that is brand-new to her. On top of it all, all 

teachers have had to adapt quickly to the 

hybrid/virtual learning model at EBHS, and 

are continuing to learn efficient and effective 

ways to connect with students over Microsoft 

Teams.

While she misses the old ways of the 

classroom, Ms. Spivey has particularly missed 

having a more “personal connection” with 

her students and “watching them grow.” 

Nonetheless, Ms. Spivey persisted, striving to 

shape a productive learning environment for 

her history and MUN
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Microsoft Teams:
nmsnhxj

    Regardless of personal opinion, EBPL has 

taken strict measures to ensure the safety of 

patrons and vulnerable populations of the 

township. They now mandate masks, 

adherence to new social distancing regulations 

available on ebpl.org, and use of one of the 

four self-checkout stations throughout the 

building if you go to the library.

________________________________________________________



students. 

    However, for Ms. Spivey, teaching was not 

the original plan. In fact, it took her years 

before she got to where she felt she belonged. 

An American University alum, Ms. Spivey 

graduated with a degree in International 

Relations and moved to New York City, where 

she became a paralegal at a law firm. She 

described the job as “soul-crushing,” to the 

point where she had to think about alternate 

career options in order to “improve [her] quality 

of life.” 

    While considering the best path, she thought 

back to her days in college, when she spent a 

semester abroad in Beijing, China. It was a  

formative experience, and one that she would 

not have been a teacher without. Inspired, she 

went on to study Secondary Social Studies 

education at Monmouth University, which 

brought her to New Jersey. Needless to say, Ms. 

Spivey is no stranger to changes or risk taking.

When she started teaching at EBHS, Ms. 

Spivey became involved with MUN, a program 

that stresses international diplomacy. In MUN, 

students attend conferences, representing a 

country in a certain body of the UN or a real 

person in a specialized organization of the UN. 

Students research the beliefs of these countries 

and deduce how their country would respond to 

global issues. Ms. Spivey and the MUN 

executive board have just concluded tryouts, 

and are now collaborating on conducting 

weekly meetings and discussing logistics for 

prospective MUN conferences. While the future 

is uncertain, Ms. Spivey emphasized the 

importance of planning, as MUN is not only a 

club, but also a class. 

     For those who are interested in joining, 

tryouts for second semester MUN will be held 

in December—be sure to follow @ebmodelun 

on Instagram for future updates. 

While learning through Microsoft 

Teams has been an adjustment for students 

and staff at EBHS, Ms. Spivey's students have 

described her teaching style as concise and 

responsive. 

“Although learning virtually has been a 

huge change, Ms. Spivey [has made] it an 

easier transition,” Junior Areeha Naveed said. 

Despite encountering so much 

adversity, Ms. Spivey believed that becoming 

a teacher was the right choice. Knowing how 

it felt to come home unsatisfied with her job, 

she’ll never regret becoming a teacher, Ms. 

Spivey said, a job where “every single day, 

[she] is happy” with where life has taken her, 

here at EBHS.  

______________________________________________________

East Brunswick Model UN

This year, Ms. Spivey assumed the role of MUN director
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